This paper presents continuous-time adaptive estimation schemes associated with a class of finite dimensional, time invariant, Iinearstocbastic signal models. A global convergence theory is given for such schemes undera coloured noise/ prefiHer positive real condition, which may be side-stepped for moving average models, Attention is first focused on extended least squares (ELS) identification of stable signal models driven by bounded inputs. A particular feature is that weighting is introduced into the ELS scheme according to a stability measure. This weighting selection ensures that there is almost surely no finite escape time, and also there is improved transient performance in the presence of ill-conditioning.
Introduction
Convergence results for adaptive algorithms are less straightforward in continuous time than in discrete time. For instance, in discrete time, the variables are known to exist for all time, whereas in continuous time, finite escape times can occur. 
Signal models and parameter estimation
In this section, we start with signal models familiar to engineers, being in the 
y(s)= -A(s)Y(s) +B(s)u(s)+ C(S) W(S).

(2.3)
A positive real condition: For the adaptive schemes of this paper, the subsequent convergence theory restricts the disturbances in the form C(s) W-'(s) wp(s) tobeing We see here that with r z m, n, 1 then x, is in fact the state of the asymptotically stable "prefilter" system with description (2.2 b). This means there is no concern that the eigenvalues associated with (2.5) are zero. The components Y,, U, of x, are of course measurable as are the variables u,, dy, and dz,.
Extended least squares (EM) estimation:
Consider the weighted ELS estimation of O of (2.5) with a weighting factor~,. 
Solution existence uniqueness assumption:
At this stage we have not excluded the possibility of finite escape times on sample paths for (2.8) -(2.1 1). Let us for w q Ll denote Tf(w) as the finite escape time if it exists, and m otherwise. One aim in any $, selection is to prevent the possibility of a finite escape time. Prior to any finite escape time, we assume that the solution of (2.8)-(2, 11) exists and is unique on almost all sample paths. This assumption will not be made explicit in all subsequent lemmas.
Weighting coefficient selection: When 2, = x,, the above scheme is a weighted least squares scheme minimizing the integral of the weighted error squared
It turns out that a selection~, = 1 does not allow the best parameter learning in the presence of "instability". Theory and simulations suggest that in the presence of ill conditioning of j; --l<; dr, the factor~, be decreasing so as to weight less the more recent data. (This is in contrast to the situation where there is parameter drift and one weights less the distant past data.) Observe that with ?, the constant y #O, its magnitude is irrelevant, since then -YP,= y(~~~XA, d7)" 1 is invariant of 7.
Selection of +,: Consider the following~, selections for some K,> O, a >0
(selections for K, are discussed in a Iater section; for ease of implementation a can be taken as a= 1):
A variable 8, used in the subsequent theory is defined as 
Preliminary convergence analysis results
In this section, we consider in turn properties associated with the~, selection, error equations, error equation properties, absence of a finite escape time, and application of the martingale convergence theorem.
Weighting coefficient selection properties:
A preliminary result is 
1)
Proof. The integral in (3.1) can be formulated as 
The last equality follows since expansions show that du, + w' V, dt = dv~, O'~, dt = c'~, dt. These error equations can be organized as two subsystems back to back as follows (see also Figure 2 .1)
Again, these equations define sample paths which are assumed to exist up to~f(~).
It is important to observe that the subsystem (3.4a) is linear and time invariant and the subsystem (3.4b) is also linear but time varying, being parameterized by i, Since POa O, the result, (3.6) holds.
P -0 are seen to be a strictly positive Remark. The error equations for the case IJ, -real system (3.4a), under (2.4), with a feedback system (3.4b) (case @ = O) which is passive for arbitrary finite fr. Such systems when driven by Lz external inputs are known [8] to give L2 outputs p,, q?. In (3.4), the "external" inputs du~(~) are sample functions of a Wiener process. The analysis of such a system can be carried out using martingale convergence theorems. Remarks. 1. Selections $, = 1 in ELS schemes do not seem to lead to convergence results such as given in the above lemma, see [13] . In the next section it is shown that conditions such as (3.10), (3.12) translate to sufficient conditions on u,, u, via known theory. In particular, with x, reachable from u,, v, and with these signals "sufficiently rich" and having variances bounded below by cr~, then (3.10) and (3.12), translate to, respectively,
Clearly, with u: a constant, then (3.13b) is satisfied, and if in addition t = S, for all t subsequent to some time~as guaranteed in cases studied in the next section, thẽ , is bounded by a positive constant and (3.13a) holds.
Convergence results
In order to proceed, let us in this section restrict attention to stable signal models with the stabilify properry, where II. II denotes a Euclidean norm (4.1)
Also for some of the results, the following persistence of excirarimr properties are useful.
Lemma 4.1. Consider fhe rime-invarianr linear signal model (2.8) (possibly unsrable).
Then tj_x, is completely reachable from u,, v,, rhe persistence of excitation properry (3.12) holds if
lim inf: HI ' u, [U; V;] dr> O. f-~f <) v, (4.2)
Moreover, the sfafes x, are completely reachable from u,, v, if s" [I + A(s)], s "B(s ), s "C(s ) are co-prime (no common zeros wirh respect to s).
Proof, Part (i) follows from the key theorem of [11 ] . Part (ii) follows from straightforward continuous time generalizations of a result in [12] .
Lemma 4.2. Consider the signal model (2,5) when u, is a stochastic process. Consider also rhar rhe fourrh order momenrs of u,, v, are bounded in terms of their second momenrs, assumed ro exisf. Then a suficient condirion for (4.2) ro hold is
where F, is a family of nondecreasing w-algebras generated by u,, v, for O~r~t.
Moreover, when v, is orthogonal to u, and E [ u? IF, ], E [ v: [F,] are bounded below, then (4.3), (4.2) are satisjied. [ When v,, u, are derived from w;, u; via EAS prejilters it sujices that E[(u~)2) F,], E[(w~)2\ F,] are bounded below.]
Proof. Part (i). Follows from an asymptotic ergodicity result [12] , trivially generalized to the continuous-time case.
Part (ii). The lower bound on the variances gives a lower bound on the integrand of (4.3) by standard linear system theory, and the result follows. 2. Actually, it is known also that condition (4.2) is satisfied when u,, v, have but n/2, r/2 distinct spectral components respectively. With u,, v, each generated from independent white noise sources so that each has an infinite number of spectral components then (4.2) is then obviously satisfied. Proof. See Appendix.
Theorem 4.1. Consider the ELS scheme (in open loop) with the stability condition (4.1 ) holding and the strict positive real condition (2.4) and Existence/ Uniqueness
Assumption. Consider also the f,, 8, selection as in (2.12)-(2.14). Then for some scalar K >0 (OJdependent)
Remarks. 1. The property (4.8a) which holds under persistence of excitation tells us that asymptotically the weighted ELS scheme approaches an ELS scheme with jr = y a positive constant. Such a scheme is equivalent to an "unweighed" ELS scheme with y, = 1 sincẽ 4. When i, = x,, and ELS is LS, then the results are "stronger" than those hitherto obtained in [1] , in that ergodicity is not required in the theory. The case~, = 1 is not considered as such here, but is studied in a companion paper which focuses on rates of convergence [13] .
ELS/LS estimation
In the presence of "instability", then the noise term associated with o, in the signal model (2.4) becomes "negligible" as tincreases. This means that any estimation of c in the presence of instability becomes ill-conditioned. Ill-conditioning is indicated for us when r E Sz, see (2.12). In this section we propose an alternative to the weighted ELS scheme of previous sections to avoid ill-conditioning and ensure global convergence for the case when u, is suitably rich. In particular, both
an ELS update and a LS update are run in parallel, although only one is active at any one time (see Figure 5 .1). In subsequent theory, the weighting coefficient selection~, can actually be any selection such as (5.lc) which satisfies
S2
Notice that the LS scheme is suspended when t e S,, and there is no resetting of its estimates from the ELS schemes. Remarks. It is crucial in the above analysis that there is an excitation signal with the properties (5.3). Should it be known a priori that B(s) = O, so that there is no exogenous input, then the same results apply. Now A~aX~' x~~dr grows linearly, and A~in~' XA; d~grows at the same rate with cr~>02 for some m2>0. Application to adaptive conirol context: The above results together with the results in [14] lead naturally into a global convergence theory for indirect adaptive control schemes to plants as in (2.1). There are three reasonable requirements of such schemes to guarantee stability (perhaps asymptotic optimality) and parameter estimation convergence. The first is that the excitation be unpredictable by an optimal scheme such as when the innovations are "white" as in (5.4), see also [14] . The second is that the controllers must be stabilizing as~, converges to~(perhaps A asymptotically optimum as O,+ 0). The third is that the controllers do not generate signals which grow faster than exponentially for bounded inputs. Clearly, a wide class of adaptive controllers come within the gambit of such mild restrictions. Further details are not included in this paper.
Conclusions
The paper has presented first a continuous-time global convergence theory for open-loop extended least squares identification under stability assumptions. The theory was developed in response to conjectures that such could not be achieved. The conjectures probably overlooked the power of a weighing coefficient selection scheme to avoid finite escape times, and perhaps ignored the possibilities to preprocess the measurements with added noise signals to give robustness and avoid the potential for divergence of the equations even in straightforward conditions.
The theory has been shown also to apply to least squares ( Also, since x,x; <2 IIf, 1121 +2&f~, with the notation of (2.2), (2.11), so that the property (3.10) and result (A.14) yield lim i3~'P, =O as. 
as. $+-o
Consequently, 1.s S, for all t subsequent to some finite time i being a random variable. The properties (4.8 ) then follow and the stronger convergence results noted in the theorem.
